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Housing Renaissance 
 
Here’s How I get despaired - 
By talking to a rental dealer 
 
As I went to an estate dealer office and saw a 350-sq.ft. Suite listing 
 
“hey bro, may I rent this suite?”  
 
“It’ll be $12000, utilities excluding.” 
 
Yikes… my goodness, did I get it wrong? In last week it’s only $9000 including 
utilities!  
 
So I asked some more, “Mate wasn’t it $9000-for-everything? It beefed up in a 
blink!” 
 
“Yup… anything else I could do with inflation?” 
 
I was somehow pissed off at that moment 
 
And when I see other listing - what kind of hell is this? - $8000 for a 250 sqft flat? 
 
Now someone could say “just get another one if you can’t afford it” folks please help 
hushing their mouths of nonsense 
 
Now you didn’t see it; a chain of daytime robbery by metrorail, LINK REIT, MPF, 
and stuff; ever had a single word for them, hipsters? 
 
All you could do is helping vandals, enjoying our frustration; not bites 
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for skyrocketing prices and fares  
 
Instead you scold who helps you; those who strive for minimum wage, working hour 
limits are hooligans across to your words - without any utilisation of brain. 
 
I still could not understand how could folks decoule from politics - to defunct a water 
reservoir or not, to evict villages for public housing or not, to shut down a golf pitch 
or not - NOTONE of their issues are exempted from political struggles. 
 
Remember this. 
 
Now Chinese enterprises occupy the whole of construction work, and even house 
leases! Hong Kong ministers won’t even give a swing 
 
on it - for what? Confronting with them could set yourself on fire!  
 
You would say I don’t have to escalate the problem to parliament since what to eat 
tonight is far more practical… good. And you know how they’re doing? 
 
Ministers and MP’s could do nothing but expressing “concerns”, if not solely drawing 
up petition banners. What’s else? Free body exams? Free snack giveways? 
 
All they did were having endless press-ccs, and flipped to no vote when division bell 
goes on, do your health management and had your vote (by $66000 monthly) so that 
the could have another 4-year-cycle on this and you’re calling  
 
it “efforts”? 
 
We’re simply finding suites with proper space, comfortable settlement at economy 
costs - nothing else. 
 
But if fair price cannot buy it, the crawing space didn’t fit (and subject to landrls’ 
proprmise), my fellow folks: 
 
How can you tolerate this? 
 
Are prices land sliding when the “Tenancy Regulation” is on, lords? And when tents 
were on highway #4? 



 
Did we fail to afford a house or rent just because we only save money for trips to 
Japonic archipelagos? 
 
Will There be my sharr of bucks if pearl river bridges, West Kowloon Int’l come into 
use promptly? 
 
To Hong Kong, democracy is not urgent though; but eliminating accommodation for 
three provinces of Hong Kong territories, is keaimminent. 
 
My fellow folks, should we make it rock and roll - by tuning away from 
nonsense-producing politicians, and stopping them from further betrayal? 
 
It’s easy - in case you try! 
 
5 June 2018 
Anniversary on Normandy Landing  
 
LOCAL tenancy needs 
 
regulation 
 
We endorse our honorable gentleman, Ted Hui, with his recent heroic and patriotic 
deed for the sake of healthy development of constitutional institutions. 
 
We also urge for a formal investigation on fraudulent construction works on all sites 
within Shatin-Central projects. 


